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Abstract— Website design is easy task but, to navigate user efficiently is big challenge, one of the reason is user behaviour is keep changing and web developer or designer not think according to user’s behaviour, so to improve user navigability by reorganizing website can be done by web transformation. We proposed web transformation by using link mining and we used categorization of link like 1 or 0 for present and absence, for clustering of links we considered each page as node and link as edges later clustering performed on weblog like user sessions and number clicks on page.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are lakhs of user for website since it is large source of information, web site also contain many links and pages every user require different pages at same time or same user may access different pages at different time. As user increases over www we need to make web intelligent we concern here about intelligent website. To make web site intelligent we must know what is content of website, which are users and how website structured all this known as web mining.

Just as data mining aims at discovering valuable information that is hidden in conventional databases, the emerging field of Web mining aims at finding and extracting relevant information that is hidden in Web-related data. Web mining is a multi-disciplinary effort that draws techniques from fields like information retrieval, statistics, machine learning, natural language processing, and others. Web mining deals with three main areas: web content mining, web usage mining and web structure mining.

Web content mining, also known as text mining, is generally the second step in Web data mining. Content mining is the scanning and mining of text, pictures and graphs of a Web page to determine the relevance of the content to the search query. The main uses for this type of data mining are to gather, categorize, organize and provide the best possible information available on the WWW to the user requesting the information.

Web usage mining is extracting information according to user navigation and behavior pattern like time spent on pages, traversing path and number of click on page, the user access patterns called as web logs or profiles. Web usage mining is very important for the organization, since by using logs organization can perform prediction like: requirement of user, pages need to add, pages are useless, user interest etc.

Web structure mining can be defined as mining of links between pages, which is also called as hyperlinks which enable user to access web sites in form of URL and navigate user. In web structure mining developer uses the data from web usage and change structure of web site, pages which is most visited and user spent more time is linked to the start page.

Motivation for choosing web structure mining is: since web site is big source of information, but users mostly browsing useless page which irritates user and user lost interest from searching data over website. A primary cause of poor website design is that the web developers’ understanding of how a website should be structured can be considerably different from those of the users; however, the measure of website effectiveness should be the satisfaction of the users rather than that of the developers. Thus, Web pages should be organized in a way that generally matches the user’s model of how pages should be organized.

There are two ways to improve user navigability web personalization and web transformation.web personalization deals with user behavior and user profile, sessions and history of data also called as web logs which is created by user’s activity on web site, but transformations approaches mainly focuses on developing methods to completely reorganize the link structure of a website. We adopted web transformation technique to facilitate user navigation.

In fig-1(a) it shows website is like graph and nodes A,B,C are pages and links between pages are edges through which user can navigate, if we found from weblogs that Page ‘C’ is access very frequently website is reorganized and new link is created from first page so user can access page ‘C’ in less clicks and time shown in Fig-1(b).
Reorganization of pages depends on parameters like: First consideration is, in –links and out-links of web pages. Second is the traversing path of user and finally user access pattern. All technique can be used with data mining techniques to facilitate user navigation, since web is huge and user always wants response as fast as possible so our goal is to reorganization website by changing its structure so user should reach target in less clicks and in less time.

Proposed strategies are links based clustering to change structure of website as we know clustering is one way of data reduction so larger web usage data is use as compact and time of reorganizing web site structure is reduced. In later section we provide details of some popular clustering algorithm and comparison between clustering algorithm with respect to time.

II. RELATED WORK.

This paper is about survey of web structure mining and clustering techniques over web pages and hyperlinks, as structure mining is useful for organization if done according to user need, so to facilitate user we considered structure mining by performing data mining techniques on weblogs also known as part of web usage mining.

About web usage mining, author in [1] explains about weblogs like who accessed order of page request, total time for page view. This paper includes several pre-processing like; 1: Data cleaning-It is method of removing irrelevant items or logs like removing of file with .gif and .jpg extensions. 2: User identification-It involves USER ID for each user to provide uniqueness even different users are on same IP.

3: Session identification- This is defines according to time i.e. time between page request and page close or time out. 4: Path completion- It is defined as if some information or page is important and mostly accessed but not recorded in logs and not linked cause problem .5: Formatting- It is method of converting transactions or logs it to a format of data mining like removal of numeric value for determining association rules.

In [2] Author focus on requirements and issues of web structure mining and what are the parameters and data mining techniques can be applied, Author proposed here k-means Clustering algorithm and Apriori association rule mining algorithm, they also uses probabilistic clustering algorithm known as conceptual clustering algorithm like COBWEB. They also introduced the agglomerative and hierarchical clustering algorithm this all used to solve index page problem in Adaptive websites, they considered two parameters sequence of page views and links clicked during each sessions sequence of page views and links clicked during each sessions author used here two quality measures based on number of times user get correct page and efforts done by user.

Author here define problem based on contents, hyperlinks and title, algorithm uses by author based on frequent occurrence of pages in user logs.

We focused on structure mining and many work done on structure mining as in [3] Author proposed way of finding browsing efficiency here they first performed architecture of web site as graph of pages as nodes and links between pages as edges then on basis on logs, proxy server information and user cookies efficiency is calculated.

Author in [4] proposed 0-1 programming model for reorganizing websites based on cohesion between web pages. They uses two approaches grouping of similar session and grouping of pages with co-occurrence frequency on which they performed clustering and association rule mining for pages involved in the session.

They also used constraint as length of shortest path from home page to each page.

In[5] Author proposed structure mining based on number of links traversed in a session, here rather than directly changing structure they added more links between web pages which are more frequently browsed.

In[6] Author proposed reorganization by classification techniques based on type of file extension, number of links page, ratio of session on last page to the total session on web site and average time for which user on websites or user is login.

In [7] Author proposed some more parameter for website transformation and here author uses sessions which divided in to mini sessions and user traversing path, author also uses two threshold path threshold-length of pages from start page to target page in mini session and out-degree threshold-number of links allowed from pages at the time of reorganization.

In this paper our second focus on data mining technique, survey includes many approaches on weblogs as in [8] author gives k-means clustering algorithm on co-citation of pages, here they considered common links shared between pages and similarity measures they consider is cosine similarity measures.

In [9] Author proposed weighted page rank algorithm based on rank assign on page which is most popular according to user behaviour, later on this k-means is performed.

They also focus on parameters like in-links, out-links on every page.

In[10] author suggested clustering on frequent item-sets and their frequent item-sets are user session and access patterns.

In [11] Author proposed clustering and association rule mining separately. For association rule mining Apriori algorithm is used based on pre-processed logs and for clustering co-occurrence of pages is used.

Author in [12] proposed clustering based on page views by user and they proposed complete linkage clustering algorithm based on user transaction.

A. Clustering on web logs

Clustering or cluster analysis is defined as technique of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). It is a main task of exploratory data mining, and a common technique for statistical data analysis, used in many fields, including machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics etc. There are many clustering techniques, this paper contain comparison of three clustering technique. We will start with most basic k-means clustering algorithm, The term "k-means" was first used by James MacQueen in 1967 this algorithm form k-cluster for n-objects according to nearest mean. K-means initialize the cluster means by
Cosine similarity is defined as smallest angle between two vectors and if angle is 90 degree we called objects or vector has no similarity, equation for object a and b we can write cosine similarity equation as:

$$\cos \theta = \frac{a^T \cdot b}{|a| \cdot |b|}$$

Euclid and Manhattan define as distance between two objects and it is calculated by below equation where a and b are two objects.

$$d(a, b) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i - b_i)^2 \right)^{1/2}$$

We can perform other similarity measures like simple matching and Jaccard coefficient which gives similarity between binary objects, there are some other similarity measures like Pearson Correlation coefficient for variance, and here our requirement is full fill by distance based measures since we used parameters session and number of clicks on links.

At last we used weka tool to perform clustering comparison on web usage data set collected from Depaul University, as this paper is about the study of web structure which is depend on web usage data, below table-1 shows comparison between the three major clustering algorithm according to time required to form model or cluster, here we chosen, number of cluster=10 for k-means and hierarchical, for DBSCAN we set two parameters MinPts=50 and epsilon=2.

**TABLE I. CLUSTER EVALUATION OF REAL DATA SET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>K-means</th>
<th>Hierarchical</th>
<th>DBSCAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time in sec</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>42.38</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. CONCLUSION

Website reorganizes facilitate user to improve navigability, this paper surveys the broad areas of web site reorganization and link analysis on the basis of web logs and user session and data mining techniques applied on web data, which enables user to reach target in fewer clicks. This survey is beneficial for web developer to understand different aspect of website, for researcher to improve more in website and for commercial organization. Website reorganization is imp aspects as now days; it is vast source of information. From clustering comparison we can conclude that time taken to build model is less in k-means so k-means in fastest than any other algorithm and as web structure mining needs to decrease waiting time it is good to use.
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